
GREEK & LATIN ROOTS
Year-Long Bundle Includes 20 Lessons

Lesson Plans ● Anchor Charts ● Google Slides ● Practice Pages



REASONS TO LOVE
EXPLICIT INSTRUCTION
When it comes to word study, we want to make sure our 
instruction is explicit. These lessons will help introduce 20 
common Greek and Latin roots. Students will develop a 
strong understanding of this important morphology concept!

EASY TO USE
If you’re not sure how to incorporate morphology into your 
instruction, have no fear. These lessons give you all of the 
information and resources to confidently teach your word 
study lessons on roots. It really is a print-and-teach type of 
resource, and you’ll feel confident using it. 

ENGAGING FOR STUDENTS
Word study is fun and engaging for students. These lessons 
and materials will keep your students engaged and actively 
thinking about the Greek and Latin roots they encounter in 
multisyllabic words. The Google Slides will help you keep 
students engaged during your whole group lessons. 

T H E S E  G R E E K  &  L AT I N  R O OT  L E S S O N S3
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WHY SHOULD I BUY THIS RESOURCE?
Teach students word learning strategies, such as Greek and Latin roots, to 

enable them to decipher unfamiliar words in their reading.

Explicitly teaching roots will:
• Help students read and write 

multisyllabic words. 

• Help students develop a strong 
sense of word awareness. 

• Give students tools to break apart 
and read new or unfamiliar words. 

• Give students tools to understand 
new words they encounter. 
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WHAT’S INCLUDED?

Each word study 
lesson includes a 
scripted teacher 
lesson plan so you 
can save time 
planning and feel 
confident in your 
lesson delivery. 

For each of the 20 lessons included in this bundle you get:

LESSON PLAN ANCHOR CHART

STUDENT
PRACTICE

TEACHING 
SLIDES

Each lesson 
includes two 
practice pages so 
students can apply 
their understanding 
of roots to reading 
and writing words 
in a variety of 
ways. 

These can be shared 
with students or 
posted around the 
classroom as a 
reminder of common 
Greek and Latin 
roots. 

Each lesson includes 
3 different slides to 
help you explicitly 
teach and model the 
Greek and Latin 
roots to your 
students. 



WHAT ROOTS ARE INCLUDED?

• port (carry)
• form (shape)
• spect (see, look, observe)
• script (written)
• struct (built)
• vis, vid (see, look, observe)
• rupt (burst, break)
• tract (drag, pull)
• cred (believe, trust)
• ject (throw)
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These lesson sets include 20 common Greek and Latin roots. 

Keep scrolling through the preview to see what is included in each lesson! 

•mit, miss (send)
• cept (taken, seized)
• flect (bend)
• dict (say)
• fer (carry, bring, bear)
• duc, duct (lead)
• pend (hang, weigh)
• fact (made, done)
• vert (turn)
• ped, pod (foot)



HOW CAN I USE THIS RESOURCE?
The resources included in this lesson set can be used in a variety of ways 

to help your students build a strong foundation to help them read and 
spell multisyllabic words. You can use them whole group or small group 

depending on the needs of your students. 

• Use as whole group lessons 
during your word study 
lessons. 

• Use as small group 
remediation for students 
who need additional help 
with understanding Greek 
and Latin roots. 
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Each lesson set includes a 
scripted teacher lesson plan. It 
provides you with the exact 
language you can use to 
introduce and teach each root to 
your students. 

Each lesson plan includes the 
following sections: 
• Introduce & Explain
• Teach & Model
• Guided Practice
• Independent Practice
• Closure

TAKE A CLOSER LOOK…
SCRIPTED TEACHER LESSON PLAN
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Each lesson includes a printable 
anchor chart. You can either 
print this chart and display it 
under a document camera to 
help teach your lesson or you 
can always give students a 
copy of the anchor chart after 
the lesson to glue in their 
notebook.

These anchor charts define 
each root and explain how it is 
used.

TAKE A CLOSER LOOK…
PRINTABLE ANCHOR CHART
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TAKE A CLOSER LOOK…
STUDENT PRACTICE  PAGE 1

Each lesson includes two practice 
pages for students. 

On page 1, students will get practice:
• Creating a semantics map for the 

root
• Using a root word in context

You can assign students one section 
per day or you can have them 
complete the entire page after your 
lesson. 
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TAKE A CLOSER LOOK…
STUDENT PRACTICE  PAGE 2
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On page 2, students will get practice:
• Reading a paragraph that includes 

words with the focus root
• Searching for words with the focus 

root
• Answering comprehension questions 

from the paragraph  

You can assign students one section 
per day or you can have them 
complete the entire page after your 
lesson. 



For each set of student 
practice pages there is also 
a teacher answer key. 

This answer key can help 
assist you when checking 
over student’s work. 

TAKE A CLOSER LOOK…
TEACHER ANSWER KEY
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• Each lesson includes a set of Google Slides to help you teach the 
lesson whole group. The teaching slide includes a definition of the 
root, an example that is broken down and labeled, and example 
words including the root.

TAKE A CLOSER LOOK…
GOOGLE  SLIDE  SET :  TEACHING SLIDE
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TAKE A CLOSER LOOK…
GOOGLE  SLIDE  SET :  EXAMPLE  SLIDE
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• The example slide includes three words that include the focus 
root. This helps students see a variety of words where they 
might see the root. 



• A slide is included where students can build words with the root. 
Students can match the root with prefixes and suffixes to create 
new words with the root.

TAKE A CLOSER LOOK…
GOOGLE  SLIDE  SET :  PRACTICE  SLIDE
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• Each lesson includes 3 practice slides with the focus root for each 
lesson used in a sentence. This helps students get practice reading 
words with the root in context.

TAKE A CLOSER LOOK…
GOOGLE  SLIDE  SET :  PRACTICE  SLIDE
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LOOKING FOR OTHER RESOURCES 
TO HELP WITH WORD STUDY?

Click HERE to check out the 
prefix and suffix lessons. 

Click HERE to check out the 
syllable lessons.

Do your students still need help 
with prefixes and suffixes? 

Do your students need help 
with the syllable types?
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https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Prefixes-and-Suffixes-Morphology-Lesson-Plans-Worksheets-and-Google-Slides-9995279
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Prefixes-and-Suffixes-Morphology-Lesson-Plans-Worksheets-and-Google-Slides-9995279
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Syllable-Types-Lesson-Plans-Posters-Student-Activities-Science-of-Reading-8277411
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Syllable-Types-Lesson-Plans-Posters-Student-Activities-Science-of-Reading-8277411

